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The article describes the morphemic structure of words. The structures of the word in various 
languages are reviewed. The morphemic dictionaries are discussed too. The insufficiency of 
information in the morphemic dictionary of the Lithuanian language is pointed out. The 
generalized structure of the Lithuanian word is presented. The results of the comprehensive 
analysis of the Lithuanian prefixes are described. 
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1. Introduction
According to the data of the META-NET project, Lithuanian belongs to the 

group of the worst computerized languages of the Europe (Vaišnienė, Zabarskaitė 
2012, 35). In many areas the Latvian language is more computerized than 
Lithuanian. For example, the inverse dictionary of Latvian by Emilija Soida (Soida, 
Kļaviņa 1970) is computerised. The reverse dictionary of the Lithuanian language 
by Juozas Korsakas (Korsakas 1991) is not computerized yet.

Morphological analysis is one of the main parts of the language processing. 
It is very important to have information about the morphemic structure of a word. 
The described structures of the word differ in various languages, because of the 
difference in structure of language and because of the difference in the goal of 
representing information in the structure of the word.

2. Word structure in various languages
Various languages represent their word structure in different ways. Czech 

word is depicted as consisting of three sections. Finnish and Latvian words have 
four parts with different representation of information. Russian linguists describe 
the word as consisting of two parts. English word has three parts as in Czech, but 
the kind of information represented in it is different.

2.1. Word structure in English
Structurally, English word consists of three parts. It is made up of prefix, 

base form and suffix. Figure 1 shows the formula of the English word (Adedimeji 
2005, 10). 
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Figure 1. Formula of the English word (Adedimeji 2005, 10)

Base form is obligatory, whereas prefix and suffix are optional. The brackets 
indicate that their contents are optional. Possible structures of an English word 
may be the following: b, pb, bs, pbs. Many English words have more than one 
p element and more than one s element. Compound words have more than one b 
element. The formula of the English word can be expanded and Figure 2 shows it 
(Adedimeji 2005, 11).

Figure 2. Expanded structure of the English word (Adedimeji 2005, 11)

The author doesn’t note if the structure with two prefixes and three suffixes is 
most possible extension in the English language.

2.2. Word structure in Czech
Sedlaček (2004) describes the detailed morphemic structure of Czech words. 

Each Czech word is divided into three fields: root segment, preroot segment, and 
postroot segment. A tool for research on Czech derivation morphology was created. 
Figure 3 shows an example of printout.

Figure 3. Example of the morphemic structure of the Czech word family (Sedlaček 
2004, 1281)

The words are organized into derivational families. The root is marked with 
slash. The preroot segment includes all prefixes and also the first element of 
compounds and the postroot segment contains all suffixes and the flexional ending 
if any (Sedlaček 2004, 1280).

2.3. Word structure in Finnish
The word structure in Finnish consists of four parts: stem, sign, ending, and 

suffix (Website 1). Figure 4 shows the generalized structure of the Finnish verbs 
and nominals. 
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Figure 4. Word structure of the Finnish words (Website 1)

Stem indicates the root. Sign can indicate the mood, for example, conditional, 
or number. Ending gives the grammatical information, for example, person, case. 
Suffix can indicate possessive feature or signify yes/no question. 

2.4. Word structure in Latvian
The structure of the Latvian word is represented as consisting of four parts 

too, only the information represented is different. Figure 5 shows the general 
format for single-rooted words (Levāne, Spektors 2000, 1095). 

Figure 5. Word structure of the single-rooted Latvian words (Levane, Spektors 2000, 
1095)

The possibility of zero or more occurrences of element is denoted by * and 
optional elements are included in square brackets. Figure 6 shows an example of 
the „Derivational Dictionary of Latvian” (Metuzāle-Kangere, 1985, 92). 

Figure 6. Example of the „Derivational Dictionary of Latvian” (Metuzale-Kangere, 
1985, 92)

Andra
Sticky Note
Aiz Metuzāle-Kangere nevajag komatu

Andra
Sticky Note
Sk. iepr. norādi!
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The words are represented in word family. Each family is introduced with 
underlined root. The English equivalent is given for the each word in the family. 
Roots are placed in the same column. Prefixes, suffixes and endings are separated 
with spacing.

2.5. Word structure in Russian
Each flexible word in the Russian language has two parts: stem and inflectional 

formant. Stem contains the root, optional prefixes and suffixes. Inflectional formant 
consists of ending and optional postfix, for example, reflexive particle (Website 2). 
Single-rooted words can consist of one to eight morphemes (see Figure 7). 

Figure 7. Structure of the Russian word with eight morphemes (Website 2)

The morphemic dictionary of the Russian language gives exhaustive 
information about the type of each morpheme in the word. Figure 8 shows two 
examples of the word representation (Website 3).

 

Figure 8. Examples of the word representation in the Russian morphemic dictionary 
(Website 3)

Roots, prefixes, suffixes and endings are represented in different manner.

3. Works created in morphemic of Lithuanian
The works made in Lithuanian on computerisation of morphology are 

following: automatic morphologic analysis, created at the Institute of Mathematics 
and Informatics (Zinkevičius, 2000) is used in morphologic analyser of the Vytautas 
Magnus university in Kaunas. The dictionaries of morphemic, both alphabetic and 
reverse, are created at the Centre of computational linguistics in Vytautas Magnus 
university in Kaunas. Derivational morphemic database is created at the Institute 
of Lithuanian Language. These works are very important, however, they have 
some negatives, and must be improved.

3.1. Morphemic dictionary
Alphabetical morphemic dictionary of the Lithuanian language is corpus-

based (Rimkutė, Kazlauskienė, Raškinis 2011, 4). It contains information about 
the frequency of the word, that is, times of its occurrence in the corpus, the word 

Andra
Sticky Note
Aiz Zinkevičius nevajag komatu
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divided in morphemes, and grammatical information, that is, lemma, part of 
speech, tense, person, case, number, gender etc.

The negative of this dictionary is absence of any information about the type of 
morpheme. For example, two words viršsvoris and viršūnėmis are presented as in 
Figure 9 (Rimkutė, Kazlauskienė, Raškinis, 2011, 777). 

Figure 9. Examples of the words viršūnėmis and viršsvoris (Rimkutė, Kazlauskienė, 
Raškinis, 2011, 777)

Both words have three morphemes and begin with the same morpheme 
virš. There is no information in the dictionary that in the word viršsvoris the first 
morpheme (virš) is the prefix and in the word viršūnėmis the first morpheme (virš) 
is the root.

The same lack of information can be observed in compounds. Figure 10 
shows the representation of two words, one of which is compound (laikrodis) and 
the second is simple (laikmenoje). The structure of the both words is identical, that 
is, both words consist of three morphemes separated with hyphens and the first 
morpheme is laik- (Rimkutė, Kazlauskienė, Raškinis, 2011, 331–332). 

Figure 10. Examples of the words laikrodis and laikmenoje (Rimkutė, Kazlauskienė, 
Raškinis, 2011, 331–332)

The type of the second morpheme in both words differs. There is no 
information indicating, that the second morpheme men in the word laikmenoje is 
the suffix, and the second morpheme rod in the word laikrodis is the second root. 

3.2. Derivational and morphemic database of Lithuanian
The first linguistic database in Lithuania was created in the last decade of 

the 20th century at the Institute of Mathematics and Informatics. It contains ca. 75 
thousand word entries of the Dictionary of Contemporary Lithuanian (Murmulaitytė 
2012, 97). Morphemic information is following: the root is represented with bold 
font, upper case is used for the derivational suffix, endings have normal font, not 
derivational suffixes are depicted with italic case and infixes are double underlined. 
The underlying words are given for compounds and derivatives. Figure 11 shows 

Andra
Sticky Note
Aiz Raškinis nevajag komatu

Andra
Sticky Note
Sk. iepr. norādi

Andra
Sticky Note
Aiz Raškinis nevajag komatu

Andra
Sticky Note
Sk. iepr. norādi!
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two fragments of the database: derivative taisyklingas and compound toliaregis 
(Murmulaitytė 2012, 98).

Figure 11. Examples of the first database: derivative taisyklingas and compound 
toliaregis (Murmulaitytė 2012, 98)

The database was created before the Morphemic Dictionary (see Section 3.1.), 
however, it contains more information about the morpheme type.

4. Word structure in Lithuanian
The structure of the Lithuanian words is not sufficiently analysed. We have no 

publications about the generalized structure of Lithuanian word. Rimkutė (2010, 
95) describes the frequency characteristics of word patterns in Contemporary 
Lithuanian text corpus. The largest word found in corpus consists of 9 morphemes. 
The type of morphemes is not presented. It is planned at the second stage of the 
project LIEPA to create the grammatical database with exhaustive information 
about the words used in the project. To achieve this goal, we need a comprehensive 
research of the structure of Lithuanian words.

4.1. Generalized structure of the word
The publications describing structure of the Lithuanian word give word 

patterns. No general structure is presented. It was decided to create common 
structure reflecting all Lithuanian words. We prefer to treat the Lithuanian word 
as consisting of three parts. However, the information belonging to each part is 
different from the English and Czech languages, which have the same number of 
parts in the word structure (see Section 2.1. and Section 2.2.). English word has 
prefix, base form and suffix. There is no ending depicted in it, because endings 
are very rare in English. The endings are very important for the Lithuanian 
language, because they have almost all syntactic information. Thus the method 
of representation of the word structure used in Czech is more suitable for the 
Lithuanian language. The only difference is in the composition of word segments. 
The postroot segment contains suffix and ending. It is very useful for Lithuanian 
with the large number of endings. It is not very meaningful to make the ending a 
separate part of the word, like in the case of Latvian (see Section 2.4.), because the 
ending in a Lithuanian word is always an only one. Thus, the better choice is to 
treat the ending as a component of the postroot segment.

The representation of information in root segment and preroot segment in 
the Lithuanian differ from Czech. Preroot segment contains prefixes and optional 
reflexive particle. Root segment is common for the single rooted words and 
compounds. It contains one or more roots, infixes, connective vowel between 
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the roots. So we have generalized word structure which is able to represent any 
Lithuanian word (see Figure 12).

Figure 12. Generalized structure of the Lithuanian word

Each part must be detailed. The additional research is needed in the structure 
of Lithuanian words in the aspect essential for the computer processing. The 
first part of the structure of the Lithuanian word was particularly analysed in its 
composition. Next section describes the results of the research.

4.2. Structure of the prefixes in Lithuanian
The publications represent some patterns of Lithuanian word. Figure 13 shows 

most frequent pattern of Lithuanian verbs (Murmulaitytė 2012, 99).

Figure 13. Most frequent word pattern of Lithuanian verbs

It consists of one prefix, one root and two suffixes. Only the infinitives were 
taken into account.

Tree most typical models of Lithuanian verbs are following (Rimkutė 
2010, 88): 

1. prefix + root + ending,
2. prefix + root + derivational suffix + ending,
3. prefix + root + derivational suffix
The largest number of prefixes in given patterns is two, for example, PPRF 

(prefix, prefix, rot, flexion), PPRS (prefix, prefix, root, suffix), PPRSF, PPRSSF 
(Rimkutė 2010, 95). The patterns of Russian words have the largest number of 
prefixes – three (see Section 2.5.).

It is important to know how many positions in the database are needed for 
each part of the words. The preroot part of the Lithuanian word was analysed. 
All possible combinations of prefixes were made. The combination was deleted if 
the word as example for that combination of prefixes was not found. The goal of 
research was to find most possible number of morphemes bevor the root, that is, 
it was more technical than linguistic research. The number positions is important, 
not the number of prefixes. Some Lithuanian linguists treat the reflexive particle 
before the root as a prefix, however, others state that the reflexive particle is not 
prefix. The number of morpheme combinations before the root reaches about 600. 
The largest number of morphemes before the root in the word is 6, for example, 
tenebeprisipažįsta (let he do not confess it more). It was decided to make the 
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first part of the Lithuanian word structure consisting of eight positions with hope 
that the words with more than eight morphemes will not arise in the Lithuanian 
language.

The list of all possible combinations of morpheme was made by representing 
each type of prefixes with different colour. Figure 14 shows a fragment of the list. 

Figure 14. Fragment of the list of the morpheme combinations in the preroot part of 
the Lithuanian word

It can be observed, that the reflexive particle si is allocated before the 
international prefix and after the Lithuanian prefix. The particles te, be, ne are 
located before the prefixes, that is, at the beginning of the word. This information 
can be useful for the linguistic research of the regularity of location of certain 
morphemes in preroot part of the word.

Conclusions
1. The morphemic structure of the word in various languages is reviewed.
2. Works created in morphemic of Lithuanian words are described.
3. Generalized morphemic structure of Lithuanian words is presented.
4. The results of the comprehensive research of Lithuanian prefixes are 

described.

Sources
1. Website 1: http://www.slideshare.net/riortamm/word-structure-42667712
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2. Website 2: http://www.langust.ru/rus_gram/rus_gr03.shtml
3. Website 3: http://russkiy-na-5.ru/dictionary/morphemics/архитектурный
 http://russkiy-na-5.ru/dictionary/morphemics/беспамятный
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Kopsavilkums
Rakstā īpaša uzmanība pievērsta vārdu struktūrai. Tiek aplūkotas dažādu valodu vārdu 
struktūra, kā arī morfēmikas vārdnīcas. Iesniegtajā pētījumā apgalvots, ka lietuviešu valodas 
morfēmikas vārdnīcā nav pietiekamas informācijas. Tiek apkopota lietuviešu valodas vārda 
struktūra, aprakstīti rūpīgi analizētu lietuviešu valodas priedēkļu rezultāti.


